Transcriptional regulatory networks (TRNs) provide insight into cellular behavior by describing interactions between transcription factors (TFs) and their gene targets. The Assay for Transposase Accessible Chromatin (ATAC)-seq, coupled with transcription-factor motif analysis, provides indirect evidence of chromatin binding for hundreds of TFs genome-wide. Here, we propose methods for TRN inference in a mammalian setting, using ATAC-seq data to influence gene expression modeling. We rigorously test our methods in the context of T Helper Cell Type 17 (Th17) differentiation, generating new ATAC-seq data to complement existing Th17 genomic resources (plentiful gene expression data, TF knock-outs and ChIP-seq experiments). In this resource-rich mammalian setting, our extensive benchmarking provides quantitative, genomescale evaluation of TRN inference combining ATAC-seq and RNA-seq data. We refine and extend our previous Th17 TRN, using our new TRN inference methods to integrate all Th17 data (gene expression, ATAC-seq, TF KO, ChIP-seq). We highlight new roles for individual TFs and groups of TFs ("TF-TF modules") in Th17 gene regulation. Given the popularity of ATAC-seq, which provides high-resolution with low sample input requirements, we anticipate that application of our methods will improve TRN inference in new mammalian systems, especially in vivo, for cells directly from humans and animal models.
Introduction
Advances in genome-scale measurement and mathematical modeling herald opportunities for high-quality reconstruction of transcriptional regulatory networks (TRNs). TRNs describe the control of gene expression patterns by transcription factors (TFs) (Hecker et al. 2009; Chai et al. 2014; Marbach et al. 2012) , providing mechanistic (and often genome-wide) insight into the complex regulation of cellular behavior (Bonneau et al. 2007 ). Measurements of chromatin state represent one such advance for TRN inference. For example, chromatin-immunoprecipitation with DNA microarray (ChIP-chip (Ren et al. 2000) ) or sequencing (ChIP-seq (Robertson et al. 2007 )) enable identification of an individual transcription factor (TF)'s binding sites genome-wide. ChIP experiments provide evidence for TF-target-gene interactions based on proximity of the TF binding site to the gene locus and have proved valuable for TRN inference (Lee et al. 2002; Ouyang et al. 2009; Ciofani et al. 2012 ). However, their utility is limited in cell types and settings (e.g., physiological) where sample material and/or a priori knowledge of key transcriptional regulators is scarce.
Genome-scale chromatin accessibility measurement (by Formaldehyde-Assisted Isolation of Regulatory Elements (FAIRE)-seq (Giresi et al. 2007 ), DNase1 hypersensitivity (DHS) (e.g., DNase1-seq) (Xi et al. 2007; Boyle et al. 2008) , or most recently Assay for Transposase Accessible Chromatin (ATAC)-seq (Buenrostro et al. 2013) ) highlight regulatory regions of the genome that are accessible for TF binding. Similarly, ChIP-seq for histone marks (Barski et al. 2007 ) (e.g., H3K27Ac, H3Kme3, etc.) correlate with promoters, enhancers, and/or other locus control regions, bound by TFs. Chromatin accessibility and histone-mark ChIP-seq measurements can partially overcome limitations in a priori knowledge of cell-type-specific TF regulators, if integrated with TF DNA-binding motifs (Pique-Regi et al. 2011) . Large-scale efforts to characterize individual TF motifs are ongoing, with motifs currently available for ~700 TFs in human or mouse (~40% coverage for known TFs) (Weirauch et al. 2014; Jolma et al. 2010) . Thus, chromatin state experiments integrated with TF analysis provide indirect DNA-binding evidence for hundreds of TFs, the scale of which would be impractical to attain with individual TF ChIP-seq experiments. Of techniques available, ATAC-seq best overcomes limitations in sample material availability, requiring two orders of magnitude fewer cells than a typical ChIP-seq, FAIRE-seq, or DHS experiment in standard, widely-adopted protocols. ATAC-seq is also possible at the resolution of a single cell (Buenrostro et al. 2015) .
In the context of TRN inference, chromatin state measurements provide an initial set of putative TF-gene interactions, based on evidence of TF binding near a gene locus; evidence can be direct (TF ChIP-seq) or indirect (e.g., TF motif occurrence in accessible chromatin) and can be used to refine gene expression modeling (Blatti et al. 2015; Wilkins et al. 2016; Qin et al. 2014 ). Integration of chromatin state data in TRN inference could mitigate false-positive and false-negative TF-gene interactions expected from chromatin-state data analyzed in isolation (Äijö et Bonneau 2016; Siahpirani et Roy 2016) . Sources of false positives and negatives include the following: (1) nonfunctional binding, (2) long-range interactions between genes and regulatory regions (3) the limited availability of individual TF ChIP experiments and incomplete knowledge of TF DNAbinding motifs, and (4) non-bound accessible motifs. Thus, an initial TRN derived solely from chromatin state data can be considered a useful but noisy prior, to be integrated with other data types for TRN inference.
Genome-scale inference of TRNs in mammalian settings is an outstanding challenge, given the increased complexity of transcriptional regulatory mechanisms relative to simpler eukaryotes. Thus, chromatin state measurements are especially important for mammalian TRN inference. Construction of a genome-scale TRN for in vitro T Helper Cell Type 17 (Th17) differentiation provided a proof-of-concept for this idea (Ciofani et al. 2012) . Rich genomics datasets informed the Th17 TRN: 156 RNA-seq experiments (including knock out (KO) of 20 TFs), ChIP-seq of 9 key Th17 TFs, and microarray from the Immunological Genome Project (Heng et al. 2008) . We used the Inferelator algorithm (Bonneau et al. 2006; Madar et al. 2010) to infer TRNs from the RNA-seq and microarray data, and independent methods to build networks from TF ChIP and KO data. We showed that rank combination of the networks performed best recovering known Th17 genes and GWAS disease genes associated with Th17 pathologies.
Since our previous publication of the Th17 TRN, the Inferelator algorithm underwent several key developments that improve inference in unicellular organisms and are expected to improve TRN inference in a mammalian setting (Greenfield et al. 2013a; Arrieta-Ortiz et al. 2015) . While the Inferelator's core model of transcriptional regulation still describes differential gene expression as a sparse multivariate linear function of TF activities, the methods used to solve for the TF-gene interaction terms as well as techniques for TF activity estimation have changed. For example, the current version of the Inferelator uses a Bayesian approach to incorporate prior information (Gpriors with Bayesian Best Subset Regression (BBSR)) (Greenfield et al. 2013b) . This framework has several desirable features. For example, a TF-gene edge in the prior will not be incorporated in the final TRN without support from the gene expression data, and new edges (not included in the prior) can be learned if there is sufficient support. The current "Inferelator-BBSR" presents a promising means to leverage a noisy, chromatin-state-derived prior network in a mammalian setting.
The focus of this work is development of mammalian TRN inference methods from chromatin accessibility and gene expression, data types available or likely feasible for an ever-growing number of cell types and biological conditions. In the context of mammalian TRN inference, several studies build TRNs directly from chromatin accessibility without further refinement by multivariate gene expression modeling (Neph et al. 2012; Rendeiro et al. 2016) . Several other studies leverage variance in paired RNA-seq and ATAC-seq datasets; these TRN methods are exciting developments but require that ATAC-seq data be available for all or most RNA-seq conditions (Karwacz et al. 2017; Ramirez et al. 2017; Duren et al. 2017) . In contrast, the present work is geared for TRN inference from RNA-seq and ATAC-seq, where ATAC-seq need not exist for more than one gene expression condition.
Development of any TRN inference method requires a comprehensive benchmark with a realistic experimental design, a recurrent challenge in computational biology. To address this challenge and enable rigorous benchmarking of our methods, we extended the genomics resources previously developed by our labs for Th17 TRN inference, using the same Th17 differentiation protocol to generate new ATAC-seq samples. In addition, we augment our initial set of 153 RNAseq experiments with additional (including unpublished) RNA-seq experiments for a total of 254 in vitro Th17 and other T Helper (Th) Cell RNA-seq experiments. Using the RNA-seq and ATACseq as input to TRN methods, the quality of resulting TRNs is quantified with precision-recall of "gold-standard" TF-gene interactions in Th17 cells (supported by TF KO and ChIP data (Ciofani et al. 2012; Yosef et al. 2013) ). As an alternative to performance relative to a gold standard (unavailable for most cell types), we test TRN quality with out-of-sample gene expression prediction. After extensive benchmarking and method development, we take what we have learned and infer an updated TRN model for Th17 cells from all available data (RNA-seq, ATACseq, ChIP-seq and TF KO network). Thus, in addition to methods and a genomics resource for mammalian TRN construction, we provide new predictions about transcriptional regulation in Th17 cells, easily accessible to the community in an interactive Jupyter notebook framework.
Results

Construction of Th17 benchmark for TRN inference from ATAC-seq and RNA-seq
To test the feasibility of TRN inference from chromatin accessibility and gene expression alone, we generated an ATAC-seq dataset in Th17 cells and other in vitro polarized T cells, matching a subset of experimental conditions and time points from the original publication (Ciofani et al. 2012) (Figure 1A) . We used Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to determine sources of variance in the chromatin accessibility profiles (Figure 1A) (see Methods). Time was the most important driver of chromatin accessibility patterns; the first principal component (PC) explained 55% of the variance and captured accessible regions (peaks) that changed from 0hr (naïve CD4+ T cells) to 48hrs (Th17, Th0, Th2, Treg). The second PC captured accessibility differences between Th17 and the other T cell polarization programs. The Th17 ATAC-seq dataset also includes several perturbation conditions, including TF KO of Stat3 and Maf for Th17 and Th0 conditions (48hr). STAT3 is required for Th17 differentiation and Stat3 KO dramatically altered Th17 chromatin accessibility, leading to a Th0-like profile (Figure 1A , red arrow), while Maf KO clustered with Th17 (Figure 1A , gray arrow). Addition of other Th17-polarizing cytokines to the Th17 differentiation media (TGF-b and IL-6) did not dramatically change chromatin accessibility patterns at 48 hours.
To the 153 RNA-seq experiments from the original publication, we added an additional 101 RNAseq experiments, both published (13) and unpublished (88), for a total of 254 experiments ( Figure  1B, Methods) . The majority of the samples (166) were Th17, spanning 1hr to 96hrs, involving KO, siRNA knock down, and/or drug inhibitors of TFs and signaling molecules. The study design also included other T cell polarizations (Th0 (53), Tr1 (9), and Th1/Th2/Treg (2 each)) as well as naive CD4 T cells (25) . Mirroring chromatin accessibility patterns, PCA of the gene expression data revealed time and T Cell polarization conditions to be important drivers of transcriptional variation (Figure 1B, Figure S1 ).
While gene expression data are the only required input for the Inferelator algorithm (Methods), we hypothesized that the inclusion of ATAC-seq data could improve TRN inference. As described above, integration of ATAC-seq with TF motifs can provide indirect evidence for TF-binding events associated with altered chromatin state ( Figure 1A) and transcription (Figure 1B) . In this study, we generated "prior" networks of TF-gene interactions by associating TFs with putative target genes based on TF motif occurrences within accessible regions near genes (e.g., +/-10 kb gene body, see Methods). Table S1A provides high-level statistics for two ATAC-seq-derived prior networks: the A(Th17) prior, limited to motif analysis of peaks accessible in 48h Th17 conditions only, and the A(Th) prior, which includes accessible regions from all samples in Figure 1A . The A(Th17) and A(Th) priors contained ~1.1 and ~2 million putative TF-gene interactions for ~800 TFs. These noisy priors help guide network structure for TRN inference (Figure 1C) . Although we do not have an estimate of false edges in our ATAC-seq priors, the study design ( Figure 1C ) enables quantitative performance evaluation of the resulting TRNs. Specifically, the TRNs are evaluated based on precision and recall of TF-gene interactions in an independent gold standard (G.S.), composed of edges supported by TF KO and/or TF ChIP data. Table S1A provides statistics on the G.S. networks and their overlap with other prior information sources. As the precision-recall performance metric is limited to the TFs previously selected for KO (25 TFs) and/or ChIP (9 TFs) analysis, we also quantify TRN model performance based on out-of-sample gene expression prediction.
Using precision-recall and out-of-sample prediction metrics, we evaluate the effects of several key modeling decisions. Figure 1C outlines inputs to the Inferelator algorithm. From the gene expression dataset, we seek to model the expression patterns of 3578 "target" genes (Methods) Figure 1. (A) PCA of Chromatin Accessibility Profiles. The 33 ATAC-seq samples are plotted as a function of robustly normalized ATAC-seq peak intensities in PCA space, using the reference set of 63,049 ATAC-seq peaks identified. Open circles denote experimental conditions that deviate from the standard T Cell differentiation conditions (e.g., genetic deletion, additional cytokines). Gray and red arrows indicate Maf and Stat3 KO Th17 conditions, respectively. (B) PCA of Gene Expression Profiles. The 254 RNA-seq samples are plotted as a function of all genes in PCA space. (C) Study Design. The gene expression data is used to construct both a target gene matrix and to estimate TFA, either with the prior (TFA=P + X) or independently of the prior (TFA=TF mRNA). The Inferelator takes target gene and TFA matrices as input and builds models gene expression as a function of TFAs, using either BBSR-BIC or mLASSO-StARS methods. The prior matrix is an optional Inferelator input that can be used to reinforce TF-gene interactions with support from the prior. The quality of resulting TRNs is measured using (1) precision-recall of edges in the gold standard and (2) out-of-sample prediction error. The design enables quantitative comparison of prior information source, TFA estimation technique, Inferelator method, and strength of prior reinforcement.
as functions of TF activities (TFAs). Protein TFAs are rarely measured and technically infeasible for most TRN experimental designs. Thus, the TF activity can be considered a hidden (or latent) variable in the context of TRN inference (Liao et al. 2003; Fu et al. 2011) . The most common estimate of TFA is TF mRNA. However, many TF transcriptional activities require protein posttranslational modification, and, in those cases, TF mRNA can be a poor proxy for protein transcriptional activity. Thus, TFA estimation based on prior knowledge of TF target genes provides an alluring alternative, as it appears to be technically feasible -requiring only partial a priori knowledge of TF-gene interactions and gene expression data (see Methods). TFA estimation based on target gene expression quantitatively improved TRN inference using highly curated, literature-based priors in unicellular organisms (Arrieta-Ortiz et al. 2015; Tchourine et al. 2017 ). However, "prior-based" TFA estimation (from ATAC-seq and other data sources) has yet to be quantitatively evaluated in a mammalian setting at scale.
We test two methods for model selection (i.e., TF-gene interaction terms to include in the TRN models): (1) the most recently published version of Inferelator (Bayesian Best Subset Regression with Bayesian Information Criteria for model selection (BBSR-BIC) (Arrieta-Ortiz et al. 2015) ) and (2) an alternative proposed here, modified Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (Studham et al. 2014; Gustafsson et al. 2015) with Stability Approach to Regularization Selection (Liu et al. 2010) (mLASSO-StARS) , to overcome challenges inherent to mammalian TRN inference. Specifically, we hypothesized that mLASSO-StARS would (1) scale better with the increased transcriptional complexity expected in a mammalian setting (e.g., larger models) and (2) stability-based StARS model selection would perform better for relatively smaller mammalian gene expression datasets (10s-100s of samples versus 1000s of samples in the unicellular organisms for which Inferelator BBSR-BIC was originally developed) (detailed in Methods). Thus, we compare mLASSO-StARS and state-of-the-art BBSR-BIC for mammalian TRN inference (Arrieta-Ortiz et al. 2015) . Notably, StARS model selection has been used in several related biological contexts already (Kurtz et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2016; Caballe Mestres et al. 2017 ).
Prior information can enter our inference procedure at two steps (1) prior-based TFA estimation (described above) and (2) to reinforce prior-supported TF-gene interactions (edges) at the multivariate regression step, using either BBSR-BIC or mLASSO-StARS (Figure 1C, Methods) . The strength of prior reinforcement controls the relative contribution of prior evidence (e.g., TF ChIP, ATAC-seq motif analysis) to evidence from the gene expression model (variance explained by individual TFs). Effectively, the strength of prior reinforcement determines the frequency with which prior edges enter the network relative to edges supported by gene expression modeling alone. The appropriate level of prior reinforcement should be a function of (1) the quality of the prior information and (2) quality and number of gene expression samples available for model building. Clearly, the strength of prior reinforcement will influence TRN inference; thus, we test several levels of reinforcement in our study design. We also test several sources of prior information, in addition to ATAC-seq.
Modified LASSO-StARS improves inference of a mammalian TRN
As illustrated in Figure 1C , we use precision and recall over multiple benchmark networks to quantitatively evaluate the impact of key modeling decisions on resulting Th17 TRN models (prior sources, method of TFA estimation, model selection method (BBSR-BIC or mLASSO-StARS), and strength of prior reinforcement). Both BBSR-BIC and mLASSO-StARS provide confidence estimates for every TF-gene interaction ("edge") predicted (Methods), and these confidences can be used to prioritize TF-gene interactions and rank edges. For each confidence cutoff, one can evaluate the set of predictions in terms of precision (fraction of predicted edges in the gold standard) and recall (fraction of the total gold standard recovered). There is a well-known tradeoff between precision and recall. In general, a high confidence cutoff (yielding a small network) favors high precision but low recall, while a low confidence cutoff (many interactions included in the network) favors high recall at the cost of lower precision. Therefore, it is instructive to plot precision and recall as a function of confidence cutoffs, as in Figure 2A . Calculating the area under the precision-recall curve (AUPR) provides a useful summary of precision-recall curve.
The quality of precision-recall analysis is dependent on the quality of the gold standard (G.S.). In this study, we have access to 25 TF KO RNA-seq experiments (Th17 48h time point), from which TF-target gene interactions were derived from differential expression analysis (Ciofani et al. 2012 ; Yosef et al. 2013 ). There are also 9 TF ChIP-seq experiments (Th17 48h time point), from which TF-gene interactions were derived based on ChIP peak proximity to gene locus (Ciofani et al. 2012 ). However, gold standards derived from either information source have some drawbacks. For example, differential analysis of TF KO expression profiles is imperfect, as cellular TRNs adapt to the original TF perturbation over time, leading to partial compensation by parologs (false negatives) and changes in expression of TFs and signaling molecules downstream of the original TF (false positives). The TF ChIP G.S. will also contain false positives (TF ChIP peaks are not necessarily functional) and false negatives (without access to 3D-chromatin conformation in Th17 cells, we limit to linear distances between TF ChIP peak and gene loci). Generating a gold standard from the intersection of edges supported by both TF KO and TF ChIP is likely an improvement over the individual G.S.'s. The resulting KO+ChIP G.S. should have a lower falsepositive rate, but likely at the expense of more false-negatives. Given these caveats, we do not expect perfect recovery of the gold standards from inferred TRNs, but we do expect that the quality of inferred TRNs should scale with the precision-recall of KO+ChIP-supported edges.
For each G.S. information source, Table S1A summarizes the number of edges, TFs, and target genes as well as percent overlap with other prior information sources. Figure 2B shows the TF degree (number of gene targets) in each G.S. Because we have KO data for 25 TFs but KO+ChIP data for only 9 TFs, we include precision-recall analysis of the KO G.S. in addition to evaluating with the KO+ChIP G.S. Our KO-derived gold standard also enables testing of an initial, fundamental assumption: integration of high-quality TF DNA-binding data (from the TF ChIP experiments) will improve Th17 TRN inference. This is an important initial test of methods before moving to the noisier ATAC-seq prior. Figure 2A (left panel) displays the results of the analysis. The light-blue and pink curves describe performance without integration of prior information (based on gene expression alone) for BBSR-BIC and mLASSO-StARS, respectively. Integration of prior information outperforms the No Prior control in all cases for BBSR-BIC (darker blue curves) and all but one case for LASSO-StARS (red curves). Thus, TF ChIP data improves Th17 TRN inference. The cases explored include prior-based TFA estimation (with no, moderate, and high levels of prior reinforcement) and TF-mRNA-based TFA (with moderate and high prior reinforcement). For all but one case (prior-based TFA without reinforcement), mLASSO-StARS methods outperform the "equivalent" BBSR-BIC method. This trend also holds for the other prior information sources tested below (Figures 2A,C, S3 ). Importantly, we verify that levels of prior reinforcement were roughly equivalent for BBSR-BIC and mLASSO-StARS, plotting percent prior edges in the network as a function of network size ( Figure S2) . We also highlight that, for similar levels of prior reinforcement, prior-based TFA models outperform TF mRNA, and this trend also holds for the other priors tested.
We next tested inference with an ATAC prior (Figure 2A Figure  2A right panel). In contrast to results with a ChIP prior, increasing the strength of prior reinforcement from moderate to high yields no advantage for the noisier ATAC prior. This suggests ATAC-seq prior reinforcement should be limited to moderate rather than high (i.e., gene expression data should be relied on to select a small subset of the regulatory hypothesis from the ATAC-seq prior network).
To explore experimental designs that do not include context-specific ATAC-seq, we tested integration of other prior information sources on inference. Here, we show results for two very different publically available resources. The first is TF motif analysis of ENCODE DHS data from Miraldi et al. 10 25 mouse tissues, none of which include Th17 (Stergachis et al. 2014 ). The second is derived from the curated TRRUST database of human TF-gene interactions (Han et al. 2015) . Table S1A provides high-level statistics on the resulting priors. While the ENCODE DHS prior includes ~1.5 million interactions between 546 TFs and ~17k genes (similar scale to the ATAC priors), the TRRUST prior is sparse: ~7k interactions between 582 TFs and ~2k genes. The TRRUST and ENCODE priors overlap less with the gold standards than context-specific priors, and this is reflected in lower precision-recall, relative to ChIP and ATAC priors (Figures S3) . However, use of either the ENCODE or TRRUST prior improves performance relative to the "No Prior" control; this improvement is substantial for prior-based TFA models.
To evaluate method performance with fewer gene expression samples, we reduced the gene expression matrix from 254 to 50 randomly selected samples and evaluated performance on five independent subsamples (Figures S4) . The smaller sample size had minor impact on precisionrecall performance, especially for context-specific ChIP and ATAC priors, suggesting that these priors significantly guided TRN learning. Most conditions have one or more biological replicates, and this might partially explain the hardly-diminished performance using smaller gene expression datasets. These results bode well for extension of our methods to cellular contexts where gene expression data are less abundant.
We also evaluated methods at the resolution of individual TFs, to see how the different modeling decisions (e.g., choice of prior) affected target prediction for each TF (Figure 2C ). There is nearly an order-of-magnitude difference in degree (number of targets) per TF in the KO+ChIP G.S. (Figure 2B) , so this analysis additionally ensures that overall network results are not dominated by a few high-degree TFs. Overall, mLASSO-StARS also outperforms BBSR-BIC at TF-specific AUPR resolution (Figure 2C) .
Closer inspection of trends reveals that the AUPR for many TFs was dependent on TFA estimation procedure ( Figure 2C) . TF mRNA can be a good estimate of protein TFA for TFs whose main source of regulation is transcriptional, while, for ubiquitously expressed TFs regulated by posttranslational modification, prior-based TFA would be expected to outperform TF mRNA estimates. Consistent with this intuition, models with prior-based TFA have higher AUPR for STAT3 (ChIP prior with KO G.S., ATAC prior with KO+ChIP and ChIP G.S.). In contrast, priorbased TFA was not best for recovery of RORC targets. With the ChIP prior (which includes RORgt TF ChIP), prior-based TFA AUPR was on par with TF mRNA AUPR. However, for the noisier ATAC-seq prior, prior-based TFA performed little better than random, while TF mRNA models (including the "No Prior" control) performed well (all G.S.'s). For ATAC-seq-based TRN inference, target prediction for some TFs (HIF1A, STAT3, NFE2L2) is better using prior-based TFA, while TF mRNA is better for some TFs (RORC, MAF, FOSL2) and roughly equivalent for others. Based on these results, we later generate "final" Th17 TRNs using a combination of prior-based and TF-mRNA TFA estimates.
Th17 TRN models predict out-of-sample gene expression patterns
We next evaluated whether the TRN models could predict out-of-sample gene expression patterns. In contrast to precision-recall (limited to the subset of TFs in the gold standard), gene expression prediction provides the opportunity to evaluate all interactions in the model. Thus, gene expression prediction is (1) an orthogonal means to quantitatively evaluate models and (2) especially important in poorly characterized cellular systems, for which gold standards do not exist and precision-recall is not possible.
Given the significant number of biological replicates in the Th17 gene expression data, we chose three out-of-sample prediction challenges for the TRN models. Each leave-out set of samples has Model selection and parameter estimation of TFgene interactions were performed in the absence of specified leave-out sets (All Th0, Late Th17, and Early Th17), circled in PCA space. (B) Gene expression prediction by method. R 2 pred for each leave-out set is plotted as a function of average number of TFs per gene. In the legend, LS = mLASSO-StARS, BB = BBSR-BIC, m = TF mRNA, TFA = prior-based TFA estimate, "+" corresponds to strength of prior reinforcement. (C) Model quality metrics versus model size. For two TRN models built with ATAC (left panel) or ChIP+KO+ATAC (right panel) priors (mLASSO-StARS, bias = .5, TFA = P + X), the quality metrics (R 2 pred for each leave-out set, precision and recall) are plotted as a function of model size. The model size used for subsequent analysis is also highlighted. distinct patterns of gene expression, highlighted in the PCA plot ( Figure 3A) . Specifically, we performed model selection and parameterization leaving out "Early Th17" (all Th17 time points between 1-16 hours, 8 samples), "All Th0" (Th0 samples for all time points and perturbations, 53 samples), or "Late Th17" (18 Th17 samples from 60-108h post-TCR stimulation).
Both BBSR-BIC and mLASSO-StARS methods provide confidence estimates for TF-gene interaction predictions; thus, for each method, we built models and tested prediction over a range of edge confidence cutoffs (each corresponding to a model size) (Methods). We quantified predictive performance using r-squared of prediction, "#$% & , whose values range from one (perfect prediction) to −∞; "#$% & >0 indicates that the model has predictive benefit over the pergene means of previously observed expression values (more detail in Methods). In Figure 3B , we compare predictive performance versus model size for TRNs built with an ATAC-seq prior as .4
.2 well as "No Prior" controls for each leave-out set. Across all leave-out sets and methods, out-ofsample prediction improved most as models expanded from average size of 1 TF/gene to 5 TFs/gene. Predictive performance plateaued at ~10-15 TFs/gene, depending on the leave-out set. Most methods performed similarly well from 0-10 TFs/gene ("No Prior", all moderately-or unreinforced mLASSO-StARS, moderately-reinforced, TF-mRNA BBSR-BIC methods), with the exception of BBSR-BIC models using prior-based TFA, whose prediction was substantially worse. For model sizes 10-15 TFs/genes, the mLASSO-StARS models had a performance gain over BBSR-BIC models. These results, together with the precision-recall results, support mLASSO-StARS methods over BBSR-BIC for mammalian TRN inference. In addition, moderately reinforced mLASSO-StARS models predicted slightly better than the other mLASSO-StARS models in terms of precision-recall or out-of-sample prediction; thus, we use mLASSO-StARS with moderate prior reinforcement to construct "final" Th17 TRNs.
Having performed these initial comparisons, we visualized all quality metrics (precision, recall,
) versus model size to select a model-size cutoff. Figure 3C shows results for moderately reinforced prior-based TFA models with an ATAC ("ATAC-only") or ChIP+KO+ATAC prior, while results for "No Prior" control and other conditions can be found in Figure S5 . The ChIP+KO+ATAC prior represents our best (combined) source of prior information and will be later used to generate a final Th17 TRN (see ChIP/A(Th17)+KO+A(Th) prior description in Methods). Once model sizes reach ~15 TFs/gene, predictive performance plateaus, suggesting ~15 TFs/gene as a potential cutoff for edge inclusion in the network (see more detailed discussion in Methods). Of note, our gene expression matrix includes a variety of T Cell polarization conditions, time points and other perturbations. Thus, at a model cutoff of 15 TFs/gene, only a subset of TFs in a gene model are expected to drive gene expression in any single condition. For ATAC-only TRNs, a cutoff ~15 TFs/genes corresponds to precision of ~20% and recall of 15% and 10% for KO+ChIP and KO G.S.'s, respectively. For the ChIP+KO+ATAC TRN, the ChIP+KO interactions are included in the prior, and so precision and recall does not measure predictive performance but rather indicates how many KO+ChIP interactions are contained at each model size. At a cutoff of ~15 TFs/gene, ~45% of model edges are KO+ChIP supported, while ~25% are supported by KO ("precision" curves), while ~40% or 35% of the KO+ChIP or KO prior interactions make it into the model ("recall" curves). This pruning behavior suggests that multivariate modeling of gene expression patterns could filter false-positives TF-gene interactions from the KO+ChIP prior. Equally important, 55% of the Th17 TRN edges were not present in the initial KO+ChIP network but are supported by gene expression and ATAC-seq data. Thus, integration of new data expands our model of Th17 gene regulators and regulation.
Source of prior, TFA method and prior reinforcement dramatically alter Th17 TRNs
Precision-recall analysis, limited to the 9-25 TFs in the gold standards, revealed some differences among the mLASSO-StARS models, while all models had roughly similar out-of-sample geneexpression prediction. Having performed these initial quality assessments, we explore the Th17 TRNs globally.
Standardizing network sizes to 53k TF-gene interactions (~15 TFs/gene), we calculated the percent edge overlap among TRNs built from ATAC, ChIP, KO, ENCODE DHS or TRRUST priors as well as two combined priors, expected to be improvements relative to their individual constituents. The first combined prior "ChIP/A(Th17)" uses TF ChIP data when available and TF motif analysis of 48h Th17 ATAC-seq data otherwise. The second prior "ChIP/A(Th17)+KO+A(Th)" combines the first with KO and ATAC-seq data from the other time points and conditions (Methods). For each prior, we considered five modeling modes: prior-based TFA estimates ("TFA") with no, moderate or strong prior reinforcement and TF mRNA TFA estimates ("m") with moderate and strong prior reinforcement. We also included the No Prior TRN Each TRN models size was limited to a mean of 15 TFs per gene and hierarchically clustered using 1-overlap distance and ward linkage. (B) Network coverage by high-degree TFs. A TF was included in the "high-degree" TF set, if it was within the top-two highest degree nodes in one or more of the TRNs. The percentage of genes regulated by TF is based on the 3578 target genes.
as a control. The results described below, for network sizes ~15 TFs/gene hold for other networksize cutoffs (5, 10, and 20 TFs/gene, data not shown). The percentage of shared edges between TRNs ranged from 83% to 10%. Clustering revealed several trends (Figure 4A) . Over a third of the TRNs cluster together with high overlaps (60-88%), highlighted by a green-outlined box in Figure 4A . We refer to this cluster as "gene-expression-driven", because it contains the "No Prior" TRN and other TRNs where TF-gene interactions are mainly based on TF-mRNA TFA estimates. The cluster contains all TF-mRNA models for the smaller priors (ChIP, KO, TRRUST) as well as some models built with prior-based TFA, but only for priors with few TFs (ChIP and KO) and for which TF mRNA must be used for the remaining TFs. Consistent with this explanation, the TRRUST TRNs built with prior-based TFA cluster separately. Although the TRRUST prior has fewer edges (~1500) than either the ChIP (~13k) or KO (~8k) prior, its edges are distributed among 187 of the 715 potential TF regulators considered (Table S1B) , and, thus, TRRUST-based TFA greatly alters the resulting TRN.
Three priors contain ATAC-seq data (ATAC, ChIP/A(Th17), and ChIP+KO+ATAC); these priors are large (ranging from ~120-200k interactions for 346 TFs), so large that not even moderately 
w/ ATAC, m w/ ATAC, TFA m reinforced, TF mRNA TRNs cluster with the "gene-expression driven" TRNs. The ATACcontaining TRNs form two clusters (marked by light-blue boxes in Figure 4A ) that separate based on TFA estimation method. As expected, the "ATAC TF mRNA" cluster is more coherent (overlaps ranging from 47-87%), while overlaps in the "ATAC prior-based TFA" cluster range from 17-70%. The ATAC TRNs built on TF mRNA are most similar to the "gene-expression driven cluster", but with only ~50-65% edge overlap for moderate-strength prior reinforcement. At high prior reinforcement, overlap drops to ~35-45%. The "ATAC prior-based TFA" cluster is as dissimilar to the "ATAC TF mRNA" cluster as it is to the "gene-expression driven cluster" (overlaps with both clusters ranging from 10-30%). Thus, as also suggested by the TRRUST cluster, prior-based TFA involving a large number of TFs, dramatically changes the resulting TRN. The ENCODE prior produced the most dissimilar TRNs, both when considering ENCODE TRNs relative (1) to each other and (2) to TRNs based on other priors. This result makes sense, given the unique origin and large size of the ENCODE prior (~200k interactions for 238 TFs).
To further our intuition about these distinct TRNs, we visualized the percentages of genes regulated by TFs with high degree across TRNs (Figure 4B) . The high-degree TFs can be roughly divided into four clusters. Some top-degree TFs are mainly driven by gene expression (ERG, FOXB1, IKZF2, denoted by an "m" in Figure 4B ) and regulate ~7-9% of the 3578 network genes not only in the "gene-expression TRNs" cluster but also TF mRNA-based ENCODE and ATACcontaining networks. Moderate to strong reinforcement of ChIP and KO priors lead to high degree for key Th17 TFs: BATF, IRF4, and STAT3. In the No Prior TRN, the percent of genes regulated by these TFs hovers between 4-10%, while, for strongly enforced ChIP TRNs, the percent genes regulated climbs to 17-40%. Strongly reinforced priors composed of ChIP data in combination with ATAC and/or KO data also leads to high-degree for this TF cluster, ranging from control of 15-32% of genes. Priors with few TFs (e.g., KO and ChIP) lead to models that contain >75% edge overlap with the No Prior TRN across models, but this high overlap can be deceptive. Even for small priors, the modeling decisions can significantly alter the TF degree distribution.
The differences in network overlap and high-degree TFs between methods might reflect different strengths of each method and prior information source. Although overall-network performance in terms of precision-recall is roughly similar between methods and priors, the TF-specific AUPRs were heterogeneous by method ( Figure 2C) . Thus, each method enriched for unique sets of TFspecific gold-standard interactions among its high-confidence edges, and the ensemble of predictions from each model and method might provide a fuller picture of the underlying TRN.
"Core" Th17 TRNs contain literature-supported TF-gene interactions
Our primary objective is to assess the feasibility of high-quality TRN inference from gene expression and ATAC-seq data. Therefore, it is important to examine the Th17 TRNs at high resolution.
Here, we focus analysis on TRN predictions for 18 "core" Th17 TFs and genes, readily familiar to Th17 biologists (Figure 5) . Individual interactions between TFs and genes in this "core" have been the focus of many studies (Christie et Zhu 2014; Li et al. 2014 ), which we leverage to evaluate the ATAC-based Th17 core TRNs: moderately reinforced TF-mRNA-and prior-based TFA TRNs individually and combined into a final ATAC-only TRN (as described in Methods). To visually compare these networks, we developed jp_gene_viz, a Jupyter-notebook TRN visualization tool. In addition to the ATAC TRNs (Figure 5A) , we include the KO-ChIP G.S. (without inference) and the No Prior TRN as references (Figure 5B, 5C ). For more detailed exploration, all 36 LASSO-StARS Th17 TRNs (from Figure 4) , gold standards, and final, combined TRNs are available in a Jupyter-notebook binder: https://mybinder.org/v2/gh/simonsfoundation/Th17_TRN_Networks/master. From the literature and the KO-ChIP G.S. (Figure 5C) , there is support for edges between RORC and several key Th17 cytokines and receptors: Il17a, Il17f, Il22, Il1r1 and Il23r. Two of these interactions (Il17a, Il23r) were present in the ATAC-seq prior and both TF-mRNA-and prior-based TFA ATAC TRNs (Figure 2A, left and right) . Four of the interactions (Il17a, Il17f, Il1r1 and Il23r) are recovered on the basis of gene expression modeling alone, as they were recovered by the No Prior TRN and also the TF-mRNA ATAC TRN. Interestingly, the prior-based TFA ATAC TRN (right panel Figure 5A ) recovers a data-driven edge between RORC and Il22. By combining predictions from both ATAC TRNs (see Methods), all five RORC targets are recovered (central panel, Figure 5A ). As expected, inclusion of RORC ChIP and/or KO in the prior leads to recovery of all five TF targets as well (e.g., Figure 5D ).
STAT3 is required for Th17 differentiation, playing a crucial role in the activation of Rorc. There is support for this interaction not only from context-specific ATAC-seq prior but also the ENCODE DHS prior. Consistent with the poor quality of mRNA-based STAT3 predictions (Figure 2C) , this interaction is not present in the No Prior TRN, but is recovered in ATAC and ENCODE TRNs, even the TF mRNA models, where prior reinforcement likely overcomes weak correlation between TF mRNA and protein activity level (Figures 5A-C, S6) .
MAF is another key regulator of Th17 cytokine and receptor expression, with KO-ChIP G.S. edge support for Il17a, Il17f, Il23r, and Il1rb. There is ATAC-seq support for MAF regulation of Il17a, Il17f, Il23r. The prior-supported targets are recovered by the TF-mRNA-based ATAC models, but only the Il23r interaction is present in prior-based TFA models (Figure 5A) . Similar to RORC, this suggests the signal between Maf mRNA and target genes might have been better than the ATACinferred MAF TFA. Prior reinforcement also played a role, as only two of the four interactions are present in the No Prior TRN (Figure 5B) . In the absence of context-specific prior information and a strong signal from the gene expression model, only a single edge (Il23r) was recovered by one of the ENCODE models (Figure S6) .
These results highlight the potential for TRN inference in new settings, where integration of chromatin accessibility and gene expression is more feasible than sequential TF ChIP and KO experiments. They also suggest that there is value to building models from both TFA methods, even though, prior-based TFA dominated precision-recall performance overall (Figures 2A, S3,  S4 ). For construction of the "final" Th17 TRN, we combine models based on both TFA methods, choosing only moderate levels of prior reinforcement to accommodate useful but noisy ATAC-seq data in our final combined prior (Figure 5D) . The literature-curated core of our final Th17 TRN contains the RORC and MAF cytokine and receptor interactions highlighted from the literature, as well as the established connection between STAT3 and Rorc.
ATAC-derived Th17 TRNs contain known and novel Th17 transcription factors
Having verified that the Th17 TRNs contain core Th17 TF-gene interactions from the literature, we develop a global, unbiased analysis of the final ChIP+ATAC+KO TRN to identify new network predictions coordinating relevant Th17 biology. In addition, we extend our analysis to a final TRN an ATAC-only prior, to simulate mammalian TRN inference in less well-studied systems, where KO and/or ChIP data might not be available.
Our analysis begins with a high-level view of TRN interactions (Figures S7, S8) , where we rank TFs by degree, dividing interactions on the basis of sign and whether they were in the prior. Overall, prior-supported edges make up 63% and 43% of the ~53k TF-gene interactions in ChIP+KO+ATAC and ATAC-only TRNs, respectively. Of the 715 potential TF regulators considered for final models, nearly all (~95% have targets in the final TRNs, with positive interactions outnumbering negative nearly two-fold (1.8:1 (ChIP+KO+ATAC) or 1.9:1 (ATAConly)). TF degree varies dramatically (Figures S7, S8) . Whereas the ATAC-only network democratizes TF degree distribution (no TF has > 500 targets), the addition of ChIP and KO leads to very high degree for several TFs in the ChIP+KO+ATAC TRN (>500 targets for IRF4, BATF, MAF, SP4, FOSL2, and STAT3). While there is a bias for TFs in the prior to have higher degree, several TFs without prior support have >100 targets in the final networks (4 TFs for the ChIP+KO+ATAC TRN and 14 TFs for the ATAC-only TRN). Thus, prior information is not weighted so strongly as to preclude inclusion of the many TFs without known motifs. This aspect is important for discovery and also holds for TFs with edges in the prior, too. While only 16% or 7% of input prior edges remain in the TRN (edges without support in the gene expression model drop out, likely reducing false positives), 27% or 46% of learned regulatory interactions for TFs with prior information were not originally in the prior (percentages for KO+ChIP+ATAC or ATAConly TRNs, respectively). This is also a desirable property, given the presence of false negatives in our priors. For example, motif analysis of the RORC ChIP data revealed that only ~1/3 of RORC peaks contained a RORC motif (at motif occurrence cutoff Praw=1E-4). Although RORC can bind DNA directly, the RORC ChIP data suggests that RORC might also bind DNA indirectly (e.g., via Targets per TF   ZFP9  VDR  THRA  TBX21  STAT3  SMAD3  SCRT1  SATB1  RORC  RORA  RFX1  POU6F1  NR1D2  NR1D1  NCOA1  MAF  KLF7  JUNB  HIF3A  HIF1A  GLIS3  GLI3  FOSL2  FOSL1  ETS1  DPF1  DACH2  CENPT  BCL6 Targets per TF   ZFP9  ZBTB7A  VDR  VAX2  THRA  STAT3  SREBF1  SMAD3  SCRT1  SATB1  RUNX1  RORC  RORA  NR1D2  NR1D1  MAF  KLF13  JUN  IRF4  IKZF3  HIF1A  FOXB1  FOSL2  FOSL1  ETS1  DPF1  DACH2  CASZ1 BATF NR1D1  KLF7  THRA  ZBTB7B  SP4  STAT3  FOSL2  SMAD3  MAF  KLF10  FOXO1  ZEB1  CIC  RUNX1  AHRR  ZBTB32  PLSCR1  PLAGL1  BHLHE41  JDP2  DDIT3  ETV4  BCL11B  STAT2  IRF9  IRF7  STAT4  STAT1  IRF2  IRF1  TRP73  ZFP365  ZFP750  ZFP385A  TRP53  ZFP280B  IRF4  ERG  ZFP367  E2F4  E2F1  ZFP960  PHF20  SCRT1  SP9  DPF1  KDM5B  HIF3A  HIF1A  C030039L03RIK  ANKZF1  PLAGL2  REL  NFKB2  NFKB1  ELF1  DMRT1  CREB1  ATF2  PEG3  PRRX1  HMGA2  ZFP534  HOXB1  RXRA NR1D2  VAX2  RORC  RORA  NR1D1  KLF7  THRA  ZBTB7B  SP4  STAT3  FOSL2  SMAD3  MAF  KLF10  FOXO1  ZEB1  CIC  RUNX1  AHRR  ZBTB32  PLSCR1  PLAGL1  BHLHE41  JDP2  DDIT3  ETV4  BCL11B  STAT2  IRF9  IRF7  STAT4  STAT1  IRF2  IRF1  TRP73  ZFP365  ZFP750  ZFP385A  TRP53  ZFP280B  IRF4  ERG  ZFP367  E2F4  E2F1  ZFP960  PHF20  SCRT1  SP9  DPF1  KDM5B  HIF3A  HIF1A  C030039L03RIK  ANKZF1  PLAGL2  REL  NFKB2  NFKB1  ELF1  DMRT1  CREB1  ATF2  PEG3  PRRX1  HMGA2  ZFP534  HOXB1 TF complexes). Such indirect binding would be difficult to detect by ATAC-seq motif analysis alone, but their gene targets can be recovered via gene expression modeling.
Gene Expression
Many of the TFs with highest degree are shared between the ChIP+KO+ATAC and ATAC-only TRNs (e.g., IRF4, BATF, SP4, RXRA, STAT3,... Figure S7, S8) . While the so-called "master regulator" of Th17, RORC, has the 11th-highest degree in the ChIP+KO+ATAC TRN, RORC is absent from the top-100 highest degree TFs of the ATAC-only TRN. Superficially this appears to be a negative result, but the TRNs explain expression patterns for genes that are both upregulated and down-regulated in Th17. For that reason, degree is not the best way to define a Th17 core de novo, and we developed an unbiased approach to identify TFs that specifically promote Th17 expression patterns. TFs were included in our core if they met one of two criteria:
(1) The TF promotes Th17 gene expression through activation of Th17 genes (i.e., the TF's positive edges are enriched in up-regulated Th17 genes at an FDR = 10%) or (2) The TF promotes Th17 expression through repression of non-Th17 genes (i.e., TF's negative edges are enriched in down-regulated Th17 genes at an FDR = 10%). This analysis yielded strikingly similar de novo Th17 core TFs for both ChIP+KO+ATAC and ATAC-only TRNs. Figure 6A,B highlights the Top-30 core TFs with several recognizable Th17-specific TFs from the literature (RORA, RORC, STAT3, MAF) in both networks.
Given the size of the Th17 TRNs, we designed a TF-TF module analysis to define clusters of TFs with significant overlap in target genes (see Methods, Figures 6C, S9, S11) . We then applied a comprehensive gene-set enrichment analysis to predict functional roles for the TF-TF clusters, looking for consensus among pathway enrichments from five databases (Gene Ontology, Pathway Commons, KEGG, WikiPathways and signatures from MSigDB (Consortium 2004; Cerami et al. 2010; Kanehisa et Goto 2000; Pico et al. 2008; Liberzon et al. 2011)) (Figures S10,  S12) . Most TF-TF clusters were conserved between ChIP+KO+ATAC and ATAC-only networks, and, within clusters, TFs shared features. For example, several clusters contained TFs defined in the de novo Th17 cores. RORC was a member of a Th17-promoting TF-TF Module including RORA, NR1D1, VAX2 (highlighted with a light-blue square, Figures 6C, S9-S12) ; functional annotations for this cluster include "IL23 Signaling", "Rheumatoid Arthritis" and are consistent with prior knowledge. Th17-promoting genes HIF1A, HIF3A, DPF1, SP9, and SCRT1 cluster with 5-6 other TFs (green square), and enrichments for this cluster include "hypoxia", "HIF1A transcription factor network", and "glycolysis".
Other clusters contained TFs that promote the expression of genes repressed at 48h in Th17 cells. One such cluster contained Th1 TFs (IRF1, STAT1 and STAT2), many other interferon response factors (IRF2, IRF7, IRF9) as well as STAT2 and STAT4 (hot-pink box, Figure 6C ). As expected, this "interferon cluster" has enrichments for "Response to Interferon Gamma", "Type 1 Interferon Pathway", "Response to Virus". Interestingly, although TF gene expression for this cluster is highest in Th1 relative to other T Cell populations at 48hrs, gene expression is at its highest at the 1hr Th17 time point, suggesting an interferon-like response for Th17 cells very early in the Th17 polarization time course (Figures S9, S11) . This result is consistent with predictions from another Th17 TRN (Yosef et al. 2013) , in which authors also predict roles for IRF1, IRF2, IRF9, STAT1, STAT2 within the first four hours of Th17 polarization. Both findings are consistent with potential plasticity, observed in vivo, in Th17 cell programs that are homeostatic or pathogenic, with expression of Th1-like features in the latter.
Gene-set enrichment provides functional predictions for other TF-TF Modules, including: (1) "Amino Acid Transport" (ZBTB32, PLSCR1, PLAGL1, BHLHE41, JDP2, DDIT3, ETV4, BCL11B), (2) "Integrin Signaling" (ZBTB7B, SP4, STAT3, FOSL2, SMAD3, MAF), (3) "DNA Mismatch
Repair" (ZFP367, E2F4, E2F), (4) "p53 Signaling" (TRP73, ZFP365, ZFP750, ZFP385A, TRP53), and others (Figures 6C, S10, S12) . These predictions provide confirmation of TRN quality, as many modules have predicted function in processes for which individual TFs are already implicated (e.g., HIF1A and HIF3A appear in the HIF1A/hypoxia module, TRP53 and TRP73 appear in the p53-signaling module). In addition, TF-TF modules and functional annotations are largely conserved between KO+ChIP+ATAC and ATAC-only TRNs, the latter prior network being much more economically feasible than the first. More fundamentally, these predictions suggest how altering sets of TFs might influence Th17 pathways and responses.
Discussion
Th17 cells protect mucosa from bacteria and fungi but can also drive autoimmune and inflammatory disease (Khader et al. 2009; Littman et Rudensky 2010; Stadhouders et al. 2017 ). These diverse roles require coordination of thousands of genes. TF-specific knowledge of gene expression regulation is of great interest, providing a map for immuno-engineering Th17 behavior in disease. Researchers in academia and industry have used our first genome-scale Th17 transcriptional regulatory network (Ciofani et al. 2012) to develop hypotheses in the context of autoimmunity (Patel et Kuchroo 2015; Yang et al. 2014; Isono et al. 2014 ). Here, we provide an important update to our knowledge of Th17 transcriptional regulation, enabled by technical advances in genomic measurement and computational advances in TRN inference. KO data for 20 TFs and TF ChIP data for 9 TFs were central to the original Th17 TRN, providing excellent coverage of TF-gene targets for TFs in that set and a resource for the Th17 community. However, technical limitations and cost precluded application of these tools to the hundreds of TFs expressed over the course of Th17 differentiation, all of which could play important roles in Th17 gene expression regulation.
In combination with large-scale efforts to learn TF DNA-binding motifs (Weirauch et al. 2014; Jolma et al. 2013; Najafabadi et al. 2015; Badis et al. 2009 ), the advent of ATAC-seq represents an opportunity to overcome limitations of sequential TF ChIP experiments, expanding the number of TFs with chromatin binding profiles by over an order of magnitude (Table S1B ). In addition, although TF KO and ChIP data were pragmatically limited to 48h Th17 conditions, standard ATAC-seq protocols require two orders of magnitude fewer cells than TF ChIP and can be applied directly to cells from humans or animal models. Here, we were able to obtain (indirect) TF binding profiles from multiple Th17 differentiation time points. Yet TF-binding profiles derived from motif analysis of ATAC-seq are noisy, containing false positives and false negatives. In addition, only ~40% of mouse or human TFs have known motifs, so motif analysis of ATAC-seq data excludes more than half of potential TF regulators. Here, we provide a single, integrated method to infer regulatory roles for TFs genome-wide. At its core, gene expression is modeled as a function of TF activities, where prior information (e.g., from ATAC-seq) can be used to (1) improve TF activity estimates (and therefore target prediction) for some TFs and/or (2) favor TF-gene interactions that also have support from other sources (e.g., ATAC-seq, KO). We rigorously test the performance of our method in terms of precision-recall of gold-standard interactions from TF KO and ChIP and verify TRN model quality in terms of gene expression prediction. Our methods have two very desirable features (1) they prune initial noisy prior networks (by over an order of magnitude in this study) while (2) also learning new TF-gene interactions for TFs with and without prior information.
Our final Th17 TRN is built integrating our best knowledge for model-building (combining knockout of key TFs, ChIP-seq of multiple Th17-relevant TFs, and ATAC-seq with a rich gene expression dataset). While the original "core" Th17 network was limited to TFs with ChIP and KO data, our de novo Th17 core includes the original core (RORC, STAT3, BATF, IRF4, MAF) and dozens of additional TFs. We performed extensive gene-set enrichment to determine functional roles and potential phenotypes for novel core TFs. We detect TF-TF modules and make multivariate predictions for gene pathways regulated by multiple TFs. Although HIF1A was detected as an important TF regulating hypoxia-related genes in the original Th17 TRNs, here we strongly implicate several other factors (HIF3A, DPF1, SCRT1) in regulation of hypoxia genes. In addition, we uncover multivariate regulation of amino acid transport, interferon, and many other pathways. This work provides an important update to our knowledge of transcriptional regulation in Th17 cells.
Of perhaps greater importance, the TRN experimental design and computational methods proposed are general, designed for regimes where prior knowledge of transcriptional regulators and/or sample material is scarce (e.g., cells directly from humans and animal models). Given the rigorous testing and case study presented here, we have high expectations for their successful application in other systems. Indeed, de novo Th17 cores and TF-TF modules are remarkably similar between TRNs derived from all prior information (KO+ChIP+ATAC) and ATAC-seq data only. Our methods are also general in that prior information need not be limited to motif analysis of ATAC-seq data. TF binding patterns can also be inferred from TF ChIP, histone-mark ChIP, FAIRE-seq, and DHS. We also integrate prior information from other sources (differential analysis of TF KO data and the curated TRRUST database). Thus, our methods are widely applicable.
This work also highlights avenues for future improvement of TRN inference methods. We tested two methods for TF activity estimation: (1) TF mRNA levels and (2) based on prior knowledge of TF target gene expression. Although prior-based TFA improved TRN inference in B. subtilis and yeast (Arrieta-Ortiz et al. 2015; Tchourine et al. 2017) , neither method consistently outperformed the other in this study. As a result, final TRNs were built using both TFA methods. There are multiple dimensions along which TFA estimation could be improved. The simplicity of the linear framework proposed for prior-based estimation has limitations in the context of complex mammalian transcriptional regulation, and a more sophisticated mathematical model for TFA estimation could be of value. TFA estimation would also improve from better prediction of TF binding events. Here, we limited our approach to a simple TF motif analysis of accessible chromatin, yet several more sophisticated methods exist and merit testing (Pique-Regi et al. 2011; Sherwood et al. 2014; Chen et al. 2017) . Another limitation of our method is the crude way in which putative TF binding events are mapped to gene loci. In our analysis, 3D distance between potential regulatory regions and gene loci is approximated by linear distance, a short-coming that chromatin capture data (e.g., Hi-C (Lieberman-Aiden et al. 2009 ) and other 3D-chromatin techniques (Zhang et al. 2012; Beagrie et al. 2017 ) would mitigate. To this end and others, the Th17 genomics dataset (Ciofani et al. 2012) , augmented by our new ATAC-seq and RNA-seq experiments, provides a fertile testing ground for the development of future TRN inference methods and innovation.
Methods
ATAC-seq
CD4+ T Cells were sorted and polarized according to (Ciofani et al. 2012) , and ATAC-seq samples were prepared as described previously (Buenrostro et al. 2013 ). Paired-end 50bp sequences were generated from samples on an Illumina HiSeq2500. Sequences were mapped to the murine genome (mm10) with bowtie2 (2.2.3), filtered based on mapping score (MAPQ > 30, Samtools (0.1.19) ), and duplicates removed (Picard). For each sample individually, we ran Peakdeck (McCarthy et O'Callaghan 2014) (parameters -bin 75, -STEP 25, -back 10000, -npBack100000) and filtered peaks with a Praw<1E-4. To enable quantitative comparison of accessibility across samples, we generated a reference set of accessible regions, taking the union (Bedtools) of peaks detected in individual samples. The reference set of ATAC-seq peaks contained 63,049 potential regulatory loci, ranging from 75 base pairs (bp) to 3725 bp (median length 275 bp). Reads per reference peak were counted with HTSeq-count. ATAC-seq data was robustly normalized using DESeq2 (Love et al. 2014 ) counts for PCA.
RNA-seq
Data Sources: RNA-seq data from Littman-lab publications was downloaded from GEO: GSE40918 (156 samples), GSE70108 (4 samples), and GSE92992 (8 samples). The 18 new samples composing "late Th17" time points were generated as follows: Naïve CD4 T cells were primed on an anti-CD3/CD28 coated plate (without any additional cytokine) for 12-14hrs (overnight) and then polarized the cells with one of two cytokine cocktails: (1) Th17N: TGF-b (0.3ng/ml) + IL6 (20ng/ml) and (2) Th17P: IL6 (20ng/ml) + IL1b (20ng/ml) + IL23 (20ng/ml). Cells were harvested for RNA-seq at 60 and 108hrs post-TCR stimulation. Cells were lysed and snapfrozen in trizol then thawed for chloroform extraction, and 70% ethanol was mixed in a 1:1 ratio with the aqueous phase. Samples were then loaded onto a Qiagen RNEasy column according to manufacturer's instructions. A Ribo-Zero kit was used to deplete rRNA; libraries were prepared and sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq2500. The remaining CD4+T cell samples were (1) naïve or polarized and (2) processed as described in (Ciofani et al. 2012 ).
Batch Effects:
The final gene expression matrix contained samples generated over an eight-year period, from several genomics cores, and with a combination of 36-bp and 50-bp single-end reads as well as 50-bp paired-end reads. There was no common set of control samples across batches, and so we developed an alternative to popular batch-correction methods ComBat (Chen et al. 2011) . We first attempted to control for differences in sequencing, mapping only a single-end from paired-end sequencing samples with STAR aligner (Dobin et al. 2013 ). In addition, we controlled for differences in mappability between 36-bp and 50-bp reads by calculating effective gene lengths. Specifically, we calculated the number of possible 36-mers or 50-mers that HTSeq-count would map per gene (using HTSeq-count parameters: --stranded=no --mode=union and 36-mer and 50-mer mappability tracks (Derrien et al. 2012) . We then computed a factor (effective 36mer gene length to effective 50-mer gene length) to convert 50-mer gene quantification by HTSeqcount to 36-mer gene quantification scale. From there, we used DESeq2 (Love et al. 2014 ) to normalize data. We used PCA to ensure that major trends did not correlate with (1) sequencing, (2) data of experiment, or (3) library size. Instead, they correlated well with the T Cell time course and polarization conditions (Figures 1A, S1 ).
Transcriptional regulatory network inference.
Selection of Target Genes: For testing and benchmarking of methods, we attempted to build gene expression models for 3578 genes, the union of (1) genes differentially expressed between Th17 and Th0 at 48h (FDR = 10%, log2|FC| > log2(1.5)) and (2) the 2100 genes in the original Th17 TRN (Ciofani et al. 2012 ). This list is available in Table S2 .
Selection of Potential Regulators:
We initially generated a custom list of potential mouse protein TFs, combining (1) mouse and human TFs from TFClass (Wingender et al. 2014 ) and genes with the GO annotation "Transcription Factor Activity". (Human TFs were mapped to mouse using the MGI database.) From our list of potential mouse protein TFs (2093 genes), we generated a final list of 869 potential TF regulators, limited to those TFs with differential gene expression in at least one pairwise comparison between Th17, Th0, Th1, Treg, or Th2 at 48h (FDR = 10%, log2|FC| > log2(1.5)). This initial list of 869 TFs was used for all analyses comparing mLASSO-StARS and BBSR-BIC (Figures 2, 3B, S2, S3 ). However, given very recent efforts in TF annotation (Lambert et al. 2018) , we generated a new list of mouse TFs for all subsequent TRN analyses. Specifically, Lambert et al. began with a list of candidate human TFs and manually curated whether available data supported a TF assignment, yielding both lists of likely TFs and likely nonTFs. We again used MGI to convert both lists to mouse. To gain mouse TFs without human orthologs, we integrated with mouse TFs from AnimalTFDB (Zhang et al. 2015) , but removed any mouse TFs (70) that were unlikely to be TFs (Lambert et al. 2018) . Our final mouse TF list contained 1577 TFs, 715 of which served as potential regulators (differentially expressed as described above). Both lists of candidate TFs are available in Table S3 . Note that Tables S1A and S1B correspond to the initial and updated TF lists, respectively.
Generation of Prior Matrices: ATAC-seq: ATAC-seq peaks were detected (as described above) and associated with putative transcription-factor (TF) binding events and target genes to generate a "prior" network, ∈ ℝ |-$.$/|×|12/| , of TF-gene interactions. We used a compendium of human and mouse TF motifs. Human and/or mouse transcription factor binding motifs (PWMs) were downloaded from the CisBP motif collection version 1.02 (http://cisbp.ccbr.utoronto.ca) (Weirauch et al. 2014 ) and the ENCODE motif collection (http://compbio.mit.edu/encode-motifs) (Kheradpour et Kellis 2014) . Transfac version 2014.2 motifs (Wingender 2008) referenced from the human CisBP collection were converted from transfac frequency matrix format to .meme format with the MEME Suite tool transfac2meme version 4.10.1. To add human ENCODE motifs to the collection, redundant entries for each TF were first removed from the ENCODE set if the PWM was highly correlated (R 2 > 0.95) with any CisBP entry for that TF. Human TF in that combined ENCODE and CisBP set were then mapped to mouse orthologs. We scanned peaks for individual motif occurrences with FIMO (Grant et al. 2011 ) (parameters --thresh .00001, --max-stored-scores 500000, and a first-order-Markov background model). We found inclusion of human TF orthologs from the ENCODE motif collection slightly increased precision-recall relative to mouse CisBP alone (data not shown). TF motif occurrences with raw p-value < 1E-5 were included in downstream analysis. Putative binding events were associated with a target gene, if the peak fell within +/-10kb of gene body. We tested several peak-gene association rules based on distance from gene body or TSS, and TRN inference was robust to that choice (data not shown). We generated two ATAC-seq priors: (1) A(Th17) for which only peaks from Th17 48h wildtype conditions were included and (2) A(Th) for which all Th samples were included.
ChIP-seq: TF ChIP-seq and control sequencing data were downloaded from GEO (GSE40918), mapped to the murine genome (mm10) with bowtie2 (2.2.3), filtered based on mapping score (MAPQ > 30, Samtools (0.1.19)), and duplicates removed (Picard). Peaks were called with macs14 version 1.4.2 (parameters: -m 10,30 -g 1865500000 --bw=200) and retained for raw pvalue < 10 -10 . TFs were associated with a target gene, if the ChIP peak fell within +/-10kb of gene body. We tested several peak-gene association rules based on distance from gene body or TSS as well as a raw p-value < 10 -5 cutoff; downstream methods were robust to these decisions (data not shown).
ENCODE DHS: TF-gene interactions, based on TF-footprinting analysis in ENCODE DNase1hypersensitivity (DHS) in 25 mouse tissues (Stergachis et al. 2014) were downloaded from http://www.regulatorynetworks.org.
TRRUST: Signed, human TF-gene interactions were downloaded from the Transcriptional Regulatory Relationships Unraveled by Sentence-base Text-mining (TRRUST) database (Han et al. 2015) , version 1, and mapped to mouse orthologs using the MGI database (one-to-many mappings included).
ChIP/A(Th17):
This prior uses TF ChIP data when available and TF motif analysis of 48h Th17 ATAC-seq data otherwise. Miraldi et al. 23 ChIP/A(Th17)+KO+A(Th): This prior represents a combination of ChIP/A(Th17) prior, the 25 TF KO experiments in the G.S., and A(Th) prior. Each prior matrix was Frobenius-norm normalized and multiplied by the number of TFs, so that the predictions of each TF per prior had comparable weight. The interactions in the normalized priors were then summed, and the sign of prior interaction was determined from KO data, when available.
Given the degeneracy of TF motifs, some TFs had identical target gene sets within ATAC-seq and ENCODE DHS priors. Degenerate TFs were merged for TRN inference. For precision-recall analysis, resulting target edges for merged TFs were included for all degenerate TFs in the set.
Inference framework. We used the Inferelator algorithm for TRN inference (Bonneau et al. 2006 
, [Equation 1]
where xij corresponds to the expression level of gene i in condition j, ajk is the activity of TF k in condition j, and bik is describes the effect of TF k on gene i. In the past, a TF's mRNA expression level served as a proxy of protein TF activity. More recently (Arrieta-Ortiz et al. 2015) , TFA has been estimated based on partial prior knowledge of a TF's gene targets with the following equation:
= , [Equation 2] where ∈ ℝ |-$.$/|×|12/| is the prior matrix of known TF-gene interactions, ∈ ℝ |-$.$/|×|/CD"E$/| is the expression matrix for genes in the prior, and ∈ ℝ |12/|×|/CD"E$/| contains the unknown activity levels for TFs in the prior. There is no unique solution to Equation 2. The least-squares solution has worked in practice (Arrieta-Ortiz et al. 2015; Tchourine et al. 2017) .
For this study, we tested both methods of TFA estimation: (1) TF mRNA levels and (2) based on prior knowledge of target genes [Equation 2]. As described in results, we solved for the interaction terms {bik} in Equation 1 using the current Inferelator engine (BBSR-BIC) as well as a new method (mLASSO-StARS, described in detail below).
Model-building with LASSO and StARS. We used a modified Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (mLASSO) to solve for a (sparse) set of TF-gene interaction terms {bik} in Equation 1:
] where X, and A are defined as above, B ∈ ℝ |-$.$/|×|12/| is the matrix of inferred TF-gene interaction coefficients, Λ ∈ ℝ |-$.$/|×|12/| is a matrix of nonnegative penalties, and ∘ represents a Hadamard (entry-wise matrix) product (Studham et al. 2014; Gustafsson et al. 2015) . Representing the LASSO penalty as a Hadamard product involving a matrix of penalty terms, as opposed to a single penalty term, enabled us to incorporate prior information into the modelbuilding procedure. Specifically, a smaller penalty Λ 49 is used if there is evidence for the TF-gene interaction in the prior matrix. Similar to the G-prior in the current Inferelator BBSR and older Inferelator modified elastic net (MEN) framework (Greenfield et al. 2013a ), this procedure encourages selection of interactions supported by the prior (e.g., containing ATAC-seq evidence), if there is also support in the gene expression data. For this study, the entries of the Λ matrices were limited to two values: the nonnegative value , for TF-gene interactions without evidence in the prior, and bias* , where bias ∈ [0,1], for TF-gene interactions with support in the prior.
To choose the parameter, we tested the Stability Approach to Regularization Selection (StARS) (Liu et al. 2010) . The method worked well for a closely related inference problem, functional gene networks (Zhang et al. 2016; Caballe Mestres et al. 2017) , but, to our knowledge, this is the first application of StARS to model selection in the context of TRN inference and with incorporation of prior information as in Equation 3. StARS was designed to ensure that the inferred network of interactions includes the true set of network interactions with high probability. In contrast, another popular selection method, stability selection, seeks to limit false positive rate (Meinshausen et Bühlmann 2010) , which, in a biological setting, might be overly conservative (Liu et al. 2010 ). Thus, we selected StARS over stability selection. The StARS authors describe their method as an "overselect" method, and this was essentially the behavior we desired to obtain gene models sufficiently large to explain more complex mammalian transcriptional patterns. This property was also key to the TF-TF module analysis describe below, as TF-TF modules were difficult to detect from smaller BBSR-BIC networks.
In brief, StARS rests on the definition of edge instabilities. For a fixed value of , instabilities are estimated via subsampling and can be interpreted as twice the Bernoulli variance of a subsampled edge or the fraction of times subsample edge predictions disagree. Authors provide advice about how to select a network with an acceptably (small) level of average edge instability and recommended a cutoff = .05. However, given application of StARS in the new setting of TRN inference and a modified LASSO objective function (matrix of penalties Λ), we decided to use outof-sample gene expression prediction and precision-recall of G.S. interactions, to aid in selecting an appropriate instability cutoff.
We also tested two ways of calculating average instability: for each gene model individually ("pergene") and for all gene models at a given ("network"). We reasoned that "per-gene" estimates might lead to better models for each gene, but the "network" average instability estimates would be more stable, requiring less search time for the corresponding to the desired instability cutoff (Figure S13) . We visualized the distribution of subsampled TF-gene edge frequencies for pergene and network average instability estimates at cutoffs = .05, .1 and .2 (Figure S14) . Typically, the edges selected for the final network are those that are stably nonzero (i.e., present), with an instability less than or equal to the cutoff. For both per-gene and network average instability estimates, we noted that the average network size ranged from ~3.5 TFs/gene to ~9 TFs/gene for the default cutoff .05 to .2. Thus, conventional filtering of edges with StARS would lead to very sparse models, especially using the recommended .05 cutoff. In subsequent analyses, we use StARS to select , but not to select a final network cutoff.
We next tested how average instability calculation and cutoff would affect precision-recall and out-of-sample prediction. As we had done previously with application of StARS to ecological network inference (Kurtz et al. 2015) , interactions were ranked for precision-recall according to nonzero subsamples per edge (Figure S14) . However, this lead to a plateau at the beginning of the precision-recall curve (at high precision, low recall) for 50 subsamples (Figure S15) , and the plateau was not much improved by more time-consuming calculations involving 100 or 200 subsamples. To better and more efficiently prioritize high-confidence edges, we devised the following heuristic:
Confidence(i,k) = Nonzero Subsamples + |pcorr(i,k)|, [Equation 4]
where i and k, again correspond to gene i and TF k, and pcorr(i,k) is the partial correlation between gene i and TF k, for a set model size. (Here, model size was set to 20 TFs/gene for partial correlation estimates; results were not sensitive to a range of sizes: 5-20 TFs/gene.) For TF-gene interactions with the same number of nonzero subsamples, the TF-gene interaction with high absolute partial correlation will be higher confidence. This heuristic had the desired effect for both KO+ChIP (Figure S15-18) and KO (Figure S17) gold standards (using the Th17 ATAC prior with prior-based or TF mRNA TFA, no, moderate or strong prior reinforcement, network-and gene-level average instabilities at cutoffs .05, .1 and .2). We also tested the same sets of conditions for all three out-of-sample prediction leave-out sets; representative results for the Early Th17 conditions are shown in Figure S18 . Overall, precision-recall and out-of-sample prediction were robust to choice of network-versus per-gene average instability and instability cutoff (Figures S16-18) . Out-of-sample prediction was marginally better using the instability cutoff .05 (Figure S18) . Because .05 is also the recommended and commonly used cutoff, we selected this parameter. Given that network-level average instability was computationally less expensive than per-gene, we used network-level estimates for all subsequence analyses. mLASSO-StARS was programmed in MATLAB R2016b, and code relies on the Glmnet for Matlab package (Qian et al. 2013) to solve Equation 3. To expedite instability calculations, we use average instability upper and lower bounds from bStARS (Müller et al. 2016 ). Using two subsamples to calculate upper and lower bounds and 50 subsamples for final instability estimates, the speed up from bStARS was negligible, while lower bounds estimated from five subsamples were tighter (Figure S19) and computation time was decreased > two-fold (from 75 to 35 minutes using a single core on a 2017 MacBook Pro with 2.9 GHz Intel Core i7 processor). Code is available at https://github.com/emiraldi/infTRN_lassoStARS.git.
We tested several levels of prior reinforcement for both BBSR-BIC and mLASSO-StARS. For BBSR-BIC, G-prior weights of 1, 1.1, and 1.5 corresponded to no, moderate and strong levels of prior reinforcement, while, for mLASSO-StARS, bias = 1, .5, .25, (defined above) corresponded to no, moderate and strong reinforcement. These levels of prior reinforcement are similar between BBSR-BIC and mLASS-StARS in terms of resulting prior edges in the TRN (Figure S2) .
Gene Expression Prediction. As described in Results, we generated three leave-out (test) datasets: "Early Th17" (all Th17 time points between 1-16 hours, 8 samples), "All Th0" (Th0 samples for all time points and perturbations, 53 samples), or "Late Th17" (18 Th17 samples from 60-108h post-TCR stimulation) ( Figure 3A) . The samples corresponding to each leave-out set are listed in Table S4 . For each leave-out prediction challenge, the training set, as typical, was defined as all samples excluding test. For each training set, we performed both model selection and parameter estimation independently of the test set. Both BBSR-BIC and the mLASSO-StARS methods provide confidence estimates for predicted TF-gene interactions, and we built TRN models of various sizes as a function of edge confidence cutoffs for each of the training sets. For parameter estimation, training TFA matrices were mean-centered and variance-normalized according to the training-set means e f#C4. ∈ ℝ |12/| and standard deviations e f#C4. C ∈ ℝ |12/| . Target gene expression vectors were mean-centered according to the training-set mean ̅ f#C4. ∈ ℝ |-$.$/| . Then, for each confidence-level cutoff, we regressed the vector of normalized training gene expression data onto the reduced set of normalized training TFA estimates to arrive at a set of multivariate linear coefficients f#C4. ∈ ℝ |-$.$/|×|12/| . Sum of Square Error of prediction was calculated as follows: indicates that the numerator model has some predictive benefit over the null model. For example, "#$% & =.5 (.66) means that the numerator model explains twice (thrice) more data variance than the intercept model.
Final TRNs and De Novo Th17 Core. Given the complementary performance of TF-mRNA-and prior-based TFA, we sought to combine the TRNs using both TFA methods (at moderate prior reinforcement). Given, their unique TF-specific AUPR profile (Figure 2C) , we combined methods by taking the maximum to preserve the individual strengths of each (Kittler et al. 1996; and compared to rank-sum (or average) combination (Marbach et al. 2012 ), which would emphasize commonalities but potentially mask individual strengths. As anticipated, max-rank combination had better precision-recall than rank-sum combination (Figure S20) . Given the orthogonal nature of the TRRUST prior and that is publically available to those considering ATAC-RNA-seq experimental designs, we also tested rank-combination of ATAC and TRRUST TRNs (combining a total of four TRNs, TF mRNA and prior-based TFA for each prior), but observed no benefit, in terms of improved precision-recall (Figure S21) . More sophisticated methods for integrating TRNs would likely show benefit over the simple techniques tested here (Parisi et al. 2014; Castro et al. 2018) , but are beyond the scope of this work.
De Novo Core Th17 TFs were limited to TFs specifically promoting Th17 gene expression patterns. TFs were included in the core if they met one of two criteria: (1) The TF promotes Th17 gene expression through activation (i.e., the TF's positive edges are enriched in up-regulated Th17 genes at an FDR = 1%) or (2) repression of non-Th17 genes (i.e., TF's negative edges are enriched in down-regulated Th17 genes at an FDR = 1%). The hypergeometric CDF and Benjamini-Hochberg procedure were used to estimate adjusted p-values.
Gold Standards. For the gold standards from our lab, we used recommended cutoffs of .75, .75, and 1.5 for KO, ChIP, and KO+ChIP networks, respectively (Ciofani et al. 2012) . For the six additional TF KO experiments, we downloaded networks without filtering (Yosef et al. 2013) . For both gold standards, gene symbols were mapped from mm9 to mm10, and only genes mapping to both genome builds were considered in precision-recall analysis.
Network Visualization.
Networks were visualized using a newly designed interactive interface, based on iPython and packages: igraph, numpy and scipy. The interface is still under development and will be detailed in a future publication; software is currently available at https://github.com/simonsfoundation/jp_gene_viz.
TF-TF Module Analysis.
We calculated the number of shared target genes between each pair of TFs, analyzing positive and negative target edges separately. (Edges with |partial correlation| < .01 were excluded from analysis, as were TFs with fewer than 20 gene targets.) TFs vary greatly by number of target genes (Figures S6, S7) , so we devised an overlap normalization scheme that controlled for the variable number of targets per TF. Specifically, we took inspiration from context likelihood of relatedness (CLR), a background-normalized mutual information score (Faith et al. 2007 ). We define the background-normalized overlap score 45 between TF i and TF j as: where 4|5 is the z-score of the overlap between TF i and TF j, using the mean and standard deviation associated with the overlaps of TF j to calculate the z-score. Note that the score is only nonzero if the overlap is above average for both TFs. The normalized overlap score has good agreement with overlap significances estimated using the hypergeometric CDF.
We filtered the normalized overlap matrix so that it contained only TFs with at least one significant overlap (FDR = 10%, hypergeometric CDF). We then converted the similarity matrix of normalized overlaps to a distance matrix for hierarchical clustering using Ward distance. To arrive at a final number of clusters, we calculated the mean silhouette score for solutions over a range of total clusters and selected the solution that maximized mean silhouette score. For positive interactions (149 or 167 TFs), this analysis lead to 42 clusters, and 9 or 11 clusters for negative interactions (31 or 30 TFs), for final ChIP+KO+ATAC or ATAC-only TRNs, respectively.
To prioritize and rank TF-TF clusters, we developed a method based on combination of p-values generated from the empirical distribution of normalized overlap scores. For each cluster, we combined p-values for the pairwise normalized overlap scores between cluster TFs (e.g., for cluster of size , there were ( − 1)/2 pairwise scores). We combined p-values with the weighted z-method (Whitlock 2005) . P-values are converted via the inverse normal CDF to z-score space and combined with the following equation:
where is the number of p-values to be combined and ∈ ℝ . is a vector of weights. ' is then converted to a p-value using the normal CDF. Here we set weights to 2/( − 1). The resulting pvalue score had the desired properties, ranking clusters on the basis of size and strength of overlap ( Figure S22A) and was used to prioritize a limited set of 15 positive-edge TF-TF clusters for Figures 6C, S9 , S11. The significance of negative TF-TF clusters were orders of magnitude smaller than the top-15 positive TF-TF clusters (Figure S22B) , so were not analyzed further. The lack of significant negative TF-TF clusters might have to do with the observed positive to negative edge bias in our method (~1.8-1.9:1).
Data Access
The newly generated RNA-seq and ATAC-seq data will be made available from NCBI's GEO Database.
Supplemental Figure Legends
Figure S1. PCA of Gene Expression Profiles. Upper panels show scores plots, where the 254 RNA-seq samples are plotted as a function of all genes for principal components (PCs) 1-4. Lower panels display gene loadings for the top-75 gene contributors to PCs 1-4. Figure S2 . The effect of TFA and prior reinforcement to recovery of prior edges in TRN models. % prior edges in TRN are plotted as a function of TRN size (mean TF predictors per gene) for the two Inferelator methods (BBSR-BIC and mLASSO-StARS), the two methods for estimating TF activities (TFA = P + X and TF mRNA), and varying levels of prior reinforcement (-, +, ++ correspond to no, moderate, and high prior reinforcement, respectively). TRN models were built without prior (left panels), with an ATAC (central panels) or ChIP+KO+ATAC priors (right panels), using mLASSO-StARS, bias = .5, and TFA = TF mRNA (upper panels) TFA = P + X (lower panels). R 2 pred for each leave-out set is plotted as a function of model instability cutoff (A) or average number of TFs per gene (B). In the key, the size of each leave-out set is denoted in parentheses. For reference, precision, recall, and F1-score of the full model are also plotted, providing intuition about the number of KO or KO+ChIP edges are in the TRN at each cut off. Figure S6 . Additional Th17 core TRN models. "Core" Th17 genes and TFs were selected from the literature for visual comparison with jp_gene_viz software. Network size was limited to an average of 15 TFs per gene. Source of network and TFA method is denoted for each network. "+" denote moderate prior reinforcement with bias = .5. The edges in Inferelator TRNs are colored according to partial correlation (red positive, blue negative) and weighted relative to edge stability. For the full KO-ChIP G.S. from Ciofani et al., edge sign is based on differential gene expression analysis between TF KO and control and edge weight is constant. Nodes are colored according to gene expression at 48h in Th17, z-scored relative to Th17 and other T Helper cell time points (red/blue = increased/decreased expression).
Figure S7. Distribution of targets per TF in final ChIP+KO+ATAC TRN.
Network size was limited to mean 15 TFs per gene and network edges were further filter to remove any edge with absolute partial correlation < .01, leading to ~80% reduction in network size. TFs were ranked according to degree (total number of target genes) in the left panel, while the inset displays the Miraldi et al. 35 Top 100 highest degree TFs. TF target genes are colored according to interaction sign and whether the interaction was also in the prior (see Key). Asterisks denote TFs within the Top-20 highest degree in both ChIP+KO+ATAC and ATAC TRNs. Figure S8 . Distribution of targets per TF in final ATAC TRN. Network size was limited to mean 15 TFs per gene and network edges were further filter to remove any edge with absolute partial correlation < .01, leading to ~80% reduction in network size. TFs were ranked according to degree (total number of target genes) in the left panel, while the inset displays the Top 100 highest degree TFs. TF target genes are colored according to interaction sign and whether the interaction was also in the prior (see Key). Asterisks denote TFs within the Top-20 highest degree in both ChIP+KO+ATAC and ATAC TRNs. For each TF, we calculated the significance of overlap between the TF's target genes and gene sets (hypergeometric CDF). For Kegg and Mapp databases, the color bar maximum is 7, and, for the other database, the maximum is 11. TFs are clustered and color-coded according to the TF-TF modules in Figure S9 , S11. TF-TF module enrichments are consistent among gene sets and TRNs, providing robust predictions for modules in Th17 biology. Figure S12. Gene-set enrichment of ATAC-only TRN TF modules. We compiled gene sets from five databases: GO, Pathway Commons, KEGG, MAPP and Signatures from MSigDB. For each TF, we calculated the significance of overlap between the TF's target genes and gene sets (hypergeometric CDF). For Kegg and Mapp databases, the color bar maximum is 7, and, for the other database, the maximum is 11. TFs are clustered and color-coded according to the TF-TF modules in Figure S9 , S11. TF-TF module enrichments are consistent among gene sets and TRNs, providing robust predictions for modules in Th17 biology. Figure S18. StARS parameterization: out-of-sample gene expression prediction. TRNs were built using the Th17 ATAC prior with prior-based or TF mRNA TFA, no, moderate or strong prior reinforcement, network-and gene-level average instabilities at cutoffs .05, .1 and .2. Out-ofsample gene expression prediction was tested on the leave-out "Early Th17" set (8 samples).
Figure S19. Computational speed-up with bStARS lambda bounds. (A)
Network instabilities were estimated using 50 subsamples for Th17 ATAC prior with prior-based TFA and moderate reinforcement over a range of lambda penalties containing the lambda corresponding to the target instability cutoff .05 (vertical black line). bStARS upper and lower instability bounds, based on (B) two or (C) five subsamples shorten the lambda search space (orange arrows, and black lines indicate lower and upper bounds for lambda corresponding to the target instability cutoff .05). Solving the LASSO is very slow for smaller lambda penalties; thus, increasing the lower bound (as in (C)) results in significant speed-up (~2-fold), while looser bounds (as in (B)) do not. Figure S20 . Rank-combination of ATAC TRNs. The precision-recall of individual ATAC TRNs (at moderate prior reinforcement "b=50" for prior-based and TF mRNA TFA) are compared to performance average-or maximum-combination of TRNs. Supplementary Table Legends   Table S1 . Statistics on Priors and Gold Standards. (A) and (B) were generated using the initial and updated mouse TF lists, respectively (see Methods). Table S2 . RNA-seq Sample Metadata. % prior edges in TRN are plotted as a function of TRN size (mean TF predictors per gene) for the two Inferelator methods (BBSR-BIC and mLASSO-StARS), the two methods for estimating TF activities (TFA = P + X and TF mRNA), and various levels of prior reinforcement. Table S3 . Target Gene and Candidate Regulator Lists. % prior edges in TRN are plotted as a function of TRN size (mean TF predictors per gene) for the two Inferelator methods (BBSR-BIC and mLASSO-StARS), the two methods for estimating TF activities (TFA = P + X and TF mRNA), and various levels of prior reinforcement. 
